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“Is Divine Energy: The Secret of the Limitless Immanent Value,” is the fourth book in the 
Discovering the Vastly Integrated Processes Inside Nature series. There will be twelve books 
total in this highly informative series. The discussions cover “the science of everything,” in 
regard to Divine Energy and Present Reality.  “Is Divine Energy,” involves an informative, 
comprehensive discussion on why the divine is a state of mind. Our divinity is influenced by the 
deliberate choices we make. Our immanent value is something that is intrinsic and inherent to us. 
I was impacted most when Gupta discusses the importance of the path to becoming conscious of 
our “knower reality,” which is “a creator of the diverse mental realities.” How we utilize this 
knowledge is reflective of our divinity.  When I include this with the discussion about the three 
types of divine energy, which include: “primordial energy;” “primeval energy,” and “param 
energy,” I recognize the importance of being aware of where my divine energy originates and the 
kind of impact my conscious decisions can make.  I still want to gain more knowledge and 
awareness in this area.  
 
Since each book in this series offers a tremendous amount of information, I find myself noting 
particular areas that resonate most with me for where I am currently at in my journey, so that I 
can narrow my focus. Initially, I started journaling the information while reading, but then 
realized that I was halting the flow of my reading while I was writing. With “Is Divine Energy,” 
I decided to go with the flow and read, while noting key areas with sticky notes. I would find 
myself having some very interesting dreams, that made me feel like my mind was still processing 
information. When I later returned to reading, I would review the areas that I had tabbed.  I felt 
like I had a greater understanding, and this is when I journal the information.  
 
Studying this series has had an amazing impact on my life. Gupta has helped educate me on how 
to be more aware of how I impact my present reality and divine energy.  While I keep in mind 
the principles that he has been teaching, I view things much differently now. This has helped me 
clean up areas in my present reality where I feel like my thoughts and behaviors were blocking 
the flow because I now want to reduce distractions and focus on continuing to learn. These areas 
involve my sleep, nutrition, exercise, and organization in my surroundings. I am truly grateful 
that I have had the opportunity to read this series. Gupta readers will be happy to see that “Is 
Divine Energy: The Secret of the Limitless Immanent Value,” is another valuable addition to the 
Discovering the Vastly Integrated Processes Inside Nature series. 
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